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Here at Energy Solutions we design, manufacture, supply and commission the full range of products
required to build fully integrated hybrid power and electrical systems for vessels of all sizes.
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These systems offer enhanced efficiency and innovative technology for the most discerning boat
builders and end users worldwide.
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Whether it is a basic system using the core products in our range or a bespoke system integrating many
components, we offer customers a full technical advice, specification and commissioning service.
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This brochure gives you an overview of our full product range, which we hope you will find informative,
we look forward to working with you.
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Variable Speed Hybrid Power System

VariPower Marine

Uniquely efficient on board power
By using the combination of variable speed
generator with a lithium battery bank and
inverter we can help you deliver on board power
in the most efficient way currently possible. The
final specification of your hybrid power system
will depend on your individual vessel’s power
loads and requirements, but whatever the
size, our Variable Speed Hybrid Power System
will save boat builders and owners space,
installation time, fuel & servicing costs. At the
same time delivering the benefit of silent power
and reduced carbon emissions.

Variable Speed DC Generator

A unique variable speed DC marine generator; operating between 900 and 2000 rpm
dependant on loads. The ability to run at varying levels means the unit intelligently adjusts its
speed depending on the loads demanding power, therefore reducing running costs, emissions
& noise. At 900 rpm the generator runs with incredibly low noise levels.

The unit is substantially smaller than a traditional generator of the same power capacity so
will reduce space used on board a vessel. VariPower Marine will be available Q2 2017 with an
optional sound enclosure.

Our scalable solution allows power to be
delivered from a far smaller footprint than a
traditional generator and lead acid battery bank.
The generator can be sized for average loads,
not peak loads; and the lithium battery option
offers far greater power capacity and cyclic life
than a lead acid bank of the same size.
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Less Noise

Fuel Saving

Reduced Servicing

Lower Emissions

Intelligent

Quieter when running
at lower speeds down
to 900 RPM

Engine speed
matches demand
reducing fuel burn

Low power periods
are serviced by the
batteries reducing
engine run time

Matching engine
speed to loads
optimises fuel
consumption

Generator adjusts the
engine RPM to match
any load

Variable Speed Hybrid Power System

Lithium Ion LiFePO4
(24v Battery Pack - 10.2 kWh)
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AC Loads

DC Loads

16kW continuous / 30kW peak

20kWh of stored power

VariPower Marine
Variable Speed DC Generator

10kW of 24VDC

Our lithium ion battery offers amazing power capacity for
on board facilities. The 10kW unit comes as one complete
unit with protection contactor, battery management
system and control contacts, so there is no requirement
to buy ancillary parts.
Designed for the marine market the unit offers a simple
installation and configuration which reduces labour costs
for boat builders / owners. In addition the unit is scalable
– so energy storage can be built up with units in parallel.
This allows larger vessels to take advantage of lithium
batteries as part of a larger hybrid system.
Installing the unit with existing power electronics is also
fine, it will integrate seamlessly with any brand a vessel
currently has on board.
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Power Electronics

We stock the entire range of Victron products and offer full technical advice and support, pre and post sale.

Victron Range
Victron Energy products include sinewave inverters, batteries, sinewave inverters/chargers, battery chargers,
DC/DC converters, transfer switches, battery monitors and more. Victron Energy has a strong, unrivalled
reputation for technical innovation, reliability, and build quality. Their products are the professional choice for
independent electric power.

Energy Solutions have been the UK’s number one Victron distributor since 2006.
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Batteries

DC Link Box

Batteries
We supply a range of batteries from leading manufacturers. Lithium Ion, Gel and Lead
Acid in all sizes and capacities are available for order. We work with clients to ensure
that the right batteries are selected for the project and budget available.

The Heavy Duty DC Link Box incorporates battery
isolation, primary protection and control in a single
package. There are variants available for single start
battery and domestic battery and also for twin starter
battery with domestic battery.
•	600 amp continuously rated remote battery isolators
with manual overrides. Split charging contactors that
link batteries together whilst a charging source is
present
•	1000 amp shunt that connects to an optional
BMV602 / BMV702 or ammeter
•	Fused permanent and switched supplies from the
domestic battery
•	Fused switched supply from starter battery (ies)
An excellent range of batteries for
marine environments, from lead
acid and gel, through to Lithium
Ion. Victron batteries are world
renown for being high quality, long
lasting and reliable.

Super B’s range of Lithium Ion
traction batteries and starter
batteries are suitable for vessels
of all sizes. All Super B batteries
have integral cell balancing to
optimise the life of the battery.

Rolls have been the battery of
choice for serious sailors for over
sixty years. Perfectly designed
for the marine environment they
have the highest lead content and
largest liquid reserve of any deep
cycle battery.

Dryfit batteries are a part of
Sonnenschein’s extensive range.
This battery series provides a
maintenance free, on-board power
supply for marine applications.

•	E-Plex monitoring of all battery voltages and
domestic battery current
•	E-Plex control and monitoring of all contactors
•	Designed to accept a Victron BMV600 and 700
ranges for battery state of charge monitoring
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Panels

We offer a range of electrical design and build services to the yacht industry. Our bespoke
panel building capabilities allow us to build to your exact requirements.
Working closely with our clients we will carry out the entire electrical design including load
analysis for your project. This will generate a detailed set of drawings, bills of materials, cable
schedules and any custom system design that may be required.
Our experienced team are used to working with leading production boat builders, commercial
vessels, superyachts and individual projects. They not only work to client specification but
also develop unique and innovative electrical systems based on their knowledge of the
developing market.
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Panels

360 Panel System

The 360 Panel System uses an open frame to
mount a broad selection of modules, allowing
multiple functions to be combined in a single panel.
This innovative design offers a wide choice of panel
features, can accommodate future changes and
permits rapid assembly. With options ranging from
battery management to source selection, the 360
Panel System provides unmatched design flexibility.
Consistent Quality
High quality printed circuit boards replace
manual wiring and ensure repeatable quality.

Proven Components
Proven sub-assemblies, such as this power supply
board, are utilised in many designs to reduce
development time and increase reliability.

Flexible Options
Customer options can be accommodated through dip
switches and variant specific componentry.

Monitoring and Control

Marine Specialists

We can design and build AC and DC electrical panels. This can involve
generator sets in parallel (isochronous or droop), load management and
monitoring. We also build remote monitoring and control panels.

Large yachts have complex alarm, monitoring and control requirements.
PLC control allows these needs to be met in a flexible and upgradable way.
With many years experience working with the leading yacht manufacturers
as well as one off super yacht projects Energy Solutions can deliver unique
panels that address all your monitoring and control requirements.

High Quality Manufacturing
Energy Solutions are highly regarded for their innovative panel design and
high quality manufacturing. Each panel is built and hand finished in the UK,
then tested and checked before dispatch.
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Multiplexing

1

815ENO

E-Plex systems offer a unique multiplexing technology that allows you
to have screens designed to reflect your brand, individual system and
customer requirements. The modular system allows you to power and
monitor a range of elements from simple lighting systems to complete
electrical systems, including generators, batteries, media and more.
Power and data is transported over a simple two-wire bus and that offers
scalable and flexible solutions at competitive costs.
In competitive market places where the emphasis is on leading edge
technology, luxury and longevity, E-Plex is a valuable asset.
Modern boats, whether they are production or individual builds, need
sophisticated power and monitoring solutions in order to integrate onboard
systems in a seamless and intuitive way. Boat owners are increasingly
looking for stylish, informative, easy to use interfaces that allow them to
quickly access all the functionality of their boat.
E-Plex delivers all of this: connecting onboard power, tank monitoring,
electrical monitoring, lighting, entertainment systems, heating/air
conditioning, and many other essential systems in a seamless solution that
can be installed in helm, on a remote panel, or via iPad/iPhone.
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Group
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- : Select switch ID
: Erase switch from selected
switch ID/group ID

To add new switch:
Enter learn mode,
select group ID,
select switch ID,
press any button
on switch.

Multiplexing
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Shore Power Systems

ES Hull Isolation
Transformers
Energy Solutions offer single
and three phase isolation
transformers of all capacities.

ES DockPower - Maximising power capacity
The DockPower isolation transformer allows two shorepower leads to be combined
into a single supply to feed all the boat’s loads. The two cords are loaded equally which
ensures you get the maximum amount of power on board. The DockPower also offers
galvanic protection.

ES AC Changeover
We have AC Changeover systems to
suit a wide variety of power supply
configurations. 20A, 32A, 60A, 100A
and 200A are available as standard
units with bespoke versions available
on request. These can operate with
one or two shorecords as well as one
or two generators.
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ShorePower Cables
Outstanding marine cord and shore power sets, the
Ratio range is hugely popular with boat builders and
owners worldwide. The range is one of the few systems
built to the new exacting ISO60309-2 standards and
delivers the most watertight, rugged and reliable shore
power systems on the market.

Frequency Converters
Voltage and frequency
converters from ASEA
Power Systems allow you
to plug your yacht into
shorepower anywhere in
the world.
The Asea Power frequency converter will accept any
input voltage between 180 - 520 volts and any input
frequency between 45 - 66 Hz. The unit is completely
automatic; simply plug in and ASEA Power will do
the rest. It also provides isolation.

SwitchBoards

Energy Solutions offer a range of electrical design and build services.
We will carry out the entire electrical design including load analysis
for your project. This will generate a detailed set of drawings, bills of
materials, cable schedules and any custom system design that may
be required.
We design and build AC and DC electrical panels. This can involve
generator sets in parallel (isochronous or droop), load management
and monitoring. If required we can build remote monitoring and
control panels.
We provide PLC Programming for alarms and other systems. Large
systems have complex alarm, monitoring and control requirements,
PLC control allows these needs to be met in a flexible and
upgradable way.
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Loadbanks

Sizing generators for large sailing and motor yachts is a difficult job.
Large variations in on board power requirements between different
seasons, different times of day, and periods with and without guests
make for substantial power requirement swings.
Often, despite the very best engineering practice, the yacht will be
operating the generators lightly loaded with the poor emissions, low
exhaust gas temperatures and increased engine maintenance that
this leads to.
To address this problem Energy Solutions have developed the
ES LoadBank to be used with generators that are running lightly
loaded. The 2015 model, ES LoadBank v5, combines heater tank,
switch gear and expansion tank all in the same enclosure, reducing
the footprint required to install the LoadBank. The PLC has also
been upgraded which allows direct interfacing with a ship’s system
for control and monitoring. There is also a remote touchscreen
control and monitoring panel, both options give flexibility for new
builds and retrofits.

Maximising generator life

There are three, operator selectable, operating modes

In order to get the maximum life expectancy from a generator
it should run at sufficient load to ensure clean running. When a
generator runs under capacity it’s working life is cut short and
the generator runs with soot emissions. The ES LoadBank is an
advanced generator loading system that ensures that a sufficient
base load is applied to the generator at all times. It uses electrical
heaters as a load and this heat is transferred to sea water via an
integral heat exchanger.

•	Fixed Loadbank – maintains load at a fixed minimum at all times.

User configurable
The ES LoadBank can be user configured with generator size and
target load. This allows the LoadBank to apply the correct amount
of load to achieve your target loading.
The LoadBank will work with any brand of generator. Larger
requirements can be met by specifying multiple LoadBanks
which, via software settings, will work as a master and
slave(s) arrangement.

LoadBank Contol Panel
•	7”colour touchscreen – system monitoring and diagnostics
•	System on / off switch
•	Power on lamp
•	LoadBank active lamp
•	Fault lamp
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•	Fuel saver mode – maintains generator at a target load for a
certain proportion of any time period.
•	Exhaust temperature mode – maintains exhaust gas temperature
at target level for a certain proportion of any time period. Extra
load will increase exhaust gas temperature, making it a great aid
for generators with DPF (Diesel Particulate Filter) exhaust systems.
These rely on high exhaust temperatures for the catalytic process.

Generators and Air Conditioning

Energy Solutions are the UK distributor for Northern Lights
generators. The brand delivers an award winning level of reliability,
durability and simplicity – which matches the demands of both leisure
and commercial boat builders and owners.
Their range of marine generators are both fail-safe and quiet, and
owners rely on the long-life and easy maintenance of these generator
sets to ensure the demands of marine environments are met safely.

For even the most rigorously engineered
products, there is no harsher test than the marine
environment. Whether fresh water or salt, warm
weather or cold, products designed specifically
for the marine environment are sternly tested with
every nautical mile. Answering this challenge is
Technicold® by Northern Lights.
Because on-board space is always at a premium,
Technicold AC systems are built to fit the smallest
footprint possible while retaining a robust build.
Designed for versatility, Technicold air conditioning
systems can be placed in individual cabins or
conveniently racked in a central location.
Technicold climate control systems can even
facilitate your heating needs.

Sound Enclosures
Northern Lights’ industry leading sound enclosures address today’s demands by delivering exceptionally quiet
operation. Dual sound-dampering barriers ensure optimum sound absorption. Advanced damper-sheet-coated
internal air ducting keeps your generator quiet and cool - even in the warmest environments. To allow for quick
access and easy maintenance, the enclosure includes easy-to-use trigger latches.
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More information and
product videos

Energy Solutions (UK) Ltd.
52 - 54 Riverside
Sir Thomas Longley Road
Medway City Estate
Rochester
Kent
ME2 4DP
UK
T. 01634 290772 UK
T. +44 1634 290772 International
E. sales@energy-solutions.co.uk

Visit us online at:

www.energy-solutions.co.uk

